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The science of mirror neurons has strong applications in the choral community, and has been recently featured in the Choral Journal and several conference
presentations. Drawing from the research of mirror neurons, music education research has begun to understand how meaning, empathy, intent, and feeling are
communicated through gesture.
This presentation will draw on connections from a variety of research, including: the mirror neuron system (hMNS), motor resonance, emotional contagion,
empathy, and gesture which accompanies speech. From this research, a gestural language is created, upon which efficient and meaningful rehearsal pedagogy
may be developed. Further connections will be made to current research on the vocal mechanism and possible gestural connections to breath, onset, and
mechanistic movement.
The language of “Conduct With Me” suggests a participatory and kinesthetic approach to gesture, which involves mirroring and harnesses the power of empathy
to create meaningful connections between sound and sensation. In turn, singers are empowered to engage in gesture in a way which provides the ability for
immediate assessment by the director. Further, by incorporating one-to-one teaching, conductors may create a culture of empathy in which peer-to-peer learning
empowers students both musically and emotionally. Connections for instrumental ensembles will also be addressed.
Overview
Mirror Neurons
What we know, and what we don’t know
Developing a language for choral music
“Mirror me,” “Breathe with me,” “Conduct with me”
Resources for further information
Empathy
Creating a culture of empathy in your rehearsal space
Why is this important, and how does it relate to gesture?
Resources for further information
Gesture
How do we create meaningful gesture?
How do we communicate intention through gesture?
From Gesture to Sound
How does mirroring improve sound?
Why is empathy important?
How does this change the way we are able to assess sound and singers?

Score Study

Sound Ideal

Score study requires that a conductor knows what they want, and how to
achieve it. Score study is about creating a roadmap of techniques and
skills required for success in a given piece of music.

Your sound ideal is informed by a variety of things: choirs you listen to, performance
practice for a given piece, the age and experience of your choir, etc. It will likely change
over time as you develop skills as a listener and as a conductor.

Audiation

Pattern

Audiation goes beyond inner hearing to suggest technique. It is informed by
score study and your sound ideal. Audiation is communicated to the choir
through gesture. It is mediated by empathy.

Conducting pattern is an agreed upon structure for displaying the rhythmic
organization in a piece. Alone, it is good at communicating when things
happen, but is only truly effective when it is able to communicate how.

Gesture
Gesture is the physical manifestation of audiation combined with pattern. It
communicates not just when things happen, or what to do, but also suggests
technique. Gesture is strengthened through mirroring and motor resonance. It
is achieved through proprioception and the ability to link sound and sensation.
Conductors should regularly ask singers to “Conduct with Me”.

Face
Gesture (and
singing/playing) begins
with Face. This includes
facial expression and also
implies posture.

“Posture”
Posture is not a fixed set of
rules, rather it is a physical
preparation which allows
for efficiency in achieving
the sound ideal. It is fluid
and
\ flexible related to style
and setting.

Space
Different sounds require
different space. This may
include vowels, resonating
space, etc.

Breath
One must breathe for the
sound they want to make.
Not all pitches or all styles
require the same type of
breath.

Sound
Sound is a result of
everything that comes
before it - everything in
music is preparatory. If
you do not get the sound
you want, this is only a
symptom, the problem lies
not in the sound, but
somewhere earlier in the
process.
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Additional information and a copy of the power point can be found at http://www.bradpiersonmusic.com/#!research/c20x9
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